Skin Care:

We use professional skin care products so guests can relax and enjoy quality skin care treatments.

Facial. $7 Enjoy a relaxing facial treatment designed to cleanse pores, exfoliate away dead skin cells, increase circulation with relaxing massage and treats sluggish skin with a moisturizing mask.

Hair removal. $3 each area. From brow shaping where we expertly wax, trim, and tweeze to achieve their best shape, to treating hair on the upper lip or chin.

Salon Schedule

Tuesday – Friday 9:00am-3:00pm
Call (989) 275-5000 ext 274

First time color service requires a patch test to be done 24 hours before service.

All work done by students
**Hair Services**

**Shampoo & Haircut. $6** All cuts include a personal consultation, shampoo and customized haircut. Any additional charges will be determined during the consultation.

**Shampoo and Style. $6** A perfect way to finish off a cut or color to show off the end results. Also as a standalone service. Service includes a luxurious shampoo, the use of professional products, and style techniques designed for the individual’s needs.

**Up-do/Braids starting at $10** Glamorous for special occasions. Prices vary depending on techniques. Clients are recommended to come in with dry hair, but our luxurious shampoo and blow-dry can be an add-on service.

**Treatments**

**Hair Cleansing. $6** An exfoliating treatment, but for your hair. It is designed to purify, refresh and equalize porosity. This is a 20 min treatment that includes a clarifying shampoo, 10 min clarifier, and a follow up conditioner.

**Deep Hair Conditioning. $6** A 20 min treatment customized for the unique needs of your hair type. It is designed to relax with a scalp massage, and condition hair by adding moisture and strength. Pairs well with a shampoo and style as an add-on.

**Texture services**

**Permanent Wave. $18** Soft curls and waves with body and bounce. Haircuts are included with the service. Specialty perms that offer a dimensional curl pattern start at $30. Ask your stylist for details.

**Hair Color**

Kirtland is proud to be an exclusive Redken color salon. Enhance your hair or bring on a bold look with our expert hair coloring techniques.

**Toning Shampoo Treatment. $6** This shampoo/conditioner process is used to help neutralize unwanted yellow tones. Perfect for quick toning after any lightening services, or weekly refresh.

**Demi-Permanent Color/ Glaze Color $20**
A deposit only color option that is perfect to camouflage grey, to add shine, and tone with conditioning benefits with minimal maintenance. This glaze is often used as a color refresher or for color shy clients.

**Permanent Color Starting at $20 per 2oz application. $3.00 per additional ounce of product used.** All color services include a detailed consultation, which will determine the appropriate technique per guest’s needs.

**All-over Color**: An All-over color applied scalp through to ends of hair. Creates a monotone, shiny, natural effect. Perfect for covering grey, and clients wanting more permanent results.

**Retouch Color**: Color is applied to the new outgrowth only. The consultation will determine if a color wash or glaze to refresh the ends will be best, price accordingly.

**Custom Color/ Corrective**: A personalized and stylized approach to a base to ends color application. *does not include highlights. This is designed for guests with previous color wanting an overall color change. The consultation will determine the steps to take in order to achieve desirable results. Please allow all day for any corrective color service.

**Classic Highlights Starting at $22 This technique is used to add highs, lows or both into the hair adding depth, brightness and contrast. Available as a partial or full head depending on the desired impact and results from subtle to dramatic.**

**Accent Highlights Starting at $15** Perfect to add just enough highlights to accent the existing hair color and bring in some shine and tone. *10 or less foils. This service includes 1oz product and 1oz toning shampoo. Price is adjusted according to additional product used.

**Ombre Starting at $22** Gradual fade from the roots toward the tips of the hair to create a dimensional look. Pairs well with glaze toner as a add on.

**Fashion Colors** Express your inner uniqueness by adding any color of the rainbow to your hair. Must call to reserve appointment and color.

**Nail Care**

**Classic Manicure $6**: Our classic manicure includes nail shaping, hand and arm massage, cuticle care and perfect polish.

**Classic Pedicure $16**: Our classic pedicure is a favorite spa treatment. The service includes a foot soak, nail shaping, massage, exfoliation, and perfect polish.

**Gel Polish $15** One of the latest trends, this is a basic nail shaping and cuticle cleanup with the benefits of a polish that lasts up to 2 weeks. The gel polish cures with a Led light allows the polish to have extra durability, shine, and dries instantly.